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ABSTRACT

Context. The spectral shape of the hard X-ray continuum of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) can be ascribed to inverse Compton scat-
tering of optical/UV seed photons from the accretion disc by a hot corona of electrons. This physical process produces a polarization
signal which is strongly sensitive to the geometry of the scattering medium (i.e. the hot corona) and of the radiation field.
Aims. MoCA (Monte Carlo code for Comptonisation in Astrophysics) is a versatile code which allows for different geometries and
configurations to be tested for Compton scattering in compact objects. A single photon approach is considered as well as polarisation
and Klein–Nishina effects. In this work, we selected four different geometries for the scattering electrons cloud above the accretion
disc, namely an extended slab, an extended spheroid and two compact spheroids.
Methods. We discuss the first application of the MoCA model to reproduce the hard X-ray primary continuum of the bare Seyfert 1
galaxy Ark 120, using different geometries for the hot corona above the accretion disc. The lack of extra-Galactic absorption along
the line of sight makes it an excellent target for studying the accretion disc-corona system. We report on the spectral analysis of the
simultaneous 2013 and 2014 XMM-Newton and NuSTAR observations of the source.
Results. A general agreement is found between the best fit values of the hot coronal parameters obtained with MoCA and the ones
inferred using other Comptonisation codes from the literature. The expected polarization signal from the best fits with MoCA is then
presented and discussed, in view of the launch in 2021 of the Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer (IXPE).
Conclusions. We find that none of the tested geometries for the hot corona (extended slab and extended/compact spheroids) can be
statistically preferred, based on spectroscopy solely. In the future, an IXPE observation less than 1 Ms long will clearly distinguish
between an extended slab or a spherical hot corona.

Key words. black hole physics – polarization – galaxies: active – galaxies: Seyfert – galaxies: individual: Ark 120

1. Introduction

The spectral shape of the nuclear continuum of active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN), in X-rays, can be well approximated with
a cutoff power law, with a photon index in the range Γ =
1.6−2.2 (Bianchi et al. 2009; Sobolewska & Papadakis 2009).
While this parameter is a function of the optical depth and tem-
perature of the scattering medium, the high energy turnover of
the power law mainly depends on the temperature (Shapiro et al.
1976; Rybicki & Lightman 1979; Sunyaev & Titarchuk 1980;
Lightman & Zdziarski 1987; Beloborodov 1999; Petrucci et al.
2000, 2001). The current paradigm invokes the presence of a
corona of hot electrons above the accretion disc, which effi-
ciently scatter the ultraviolet radiation emitted by the accretion
disc up to X-ray wavelenghts (the so called two-phase model:
Haardt & Maraschi 1991; Haardt et al. 1994).

NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2013) is the first satellite capable of
focusing hard X-rays above 10 keV and up to 79 keV. With its
broad spectral coverage, it has led to a number of works that
have shown that optical depths and electron temperatures typi-
cally fall in the ranges τ = [0.1−4] and kTe = [10−500] keV,
depending on the geometry and on the Comptonization model
adopted (Fabian et al. 2015, 2017; Tortosa et al. 2018).

A second component has been also invoked to reproduce the
soft X-ray excess of AGN (i.e. photons in the 0.5–2 keV band
in excess of the extrapolation of the hard power-law component:
Arnaud et al. 1985; Singh et al. 1985). These models assume a
thermal Comptonisation in an optically thick (τ = 5−50) and
warm (kTe = 0.1−1 keV) scattering plasma (Magdziarz et al.
1998; Porquet et al. 2004; Done et al. 2012; Jin et al. 2012;
Petrucci et al. 2013, 2018; Różańska et al. 2015). In this work,
however, we focus on Comptonisation from the hot corona only.
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So far, X-ray spectroscopy has not been able to determine
the geometry in any of the sources observed with NuSTAR
and included in the catalogs mentioned above (simultaneously
with XMM, Chandra, Suzaku, Swift). In fact, while the bet fit
parameters may depend on the adopted geometry (Tortosa et al.
2018), the statistical quality of the fit is invariably the same,
even for the best quality NuSTAR AGN spectra. On the other
hand, Compton scattering will produce a polarization signal
which is strongly dependent on the geometry of the scatter-
ing medium. The Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer (IXPE;
Weisskopf et al. 2016a,b) and eXTP (enhanced X-ray Timing
and Polarimetry mission: Zhang et al. 2019) satellites will inves-
tigate the polarization properties of the hot coronae in the bright-
est, unobscured AGN. In particular, IXPE has been recently
selected by NASA as a SMall EXplorer Mission (SMEX) for a
launch in 2021 and it will be the first X-ray imaging polarimeter
on orbit, operating in the 2–8 keV band.

In this context, a Comptonisation code which includes both
special relativity (MoCA: a Monte Carlo code for Compton-
isation in Astrophysics; Tamborra et al. 2018, Middei et al.,
in prep.) and general relativity effects (Tamborra et al., in
prep.) as well as polarization has been recently released. Com-
pared to different codes in the literature, such as compTT,
compPS, nthcomp (Titarchuk 1994; Poutanen & Svensson 1996;
Zdziarski et al. 1996; Życki et al. 1999), the energy-dependent
Klein–Nishina cross section is taken into account (differently
from Schnittman & Krolik 2010) and multiple geometries can
be tested and investigated (similarly to Beheshtipour et al. 2017).
Moreover, the Monte Carlo approach implies that no a priori lim-
itations in the parameter space is present.

In this work, we constructed spectral models based on
MoCA, and used it for fitting the 2013 and 2014 XMM and NuS-
TAR observations of the broad-line Seyfert 1 galaxy Ark 120,
exploring different geometries of the hot corona. We will also
use MoCA to predict the polarization signal expected in such
geometries. The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we dis-
cuss the data reduction procedure and the implementation of the
model, while in Sect. 3 we present the spectral analysis. The
polarization signals are reported and discussed in Sect. 4. We
summarize our results in Sect. 5.

Throughout the paper, we adopt the cosmological parameters
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.73 and Ωm = 0.27, i.e. the
default ones in xspec 12.10.0 (Arnaud 1996). Errors correspond
to the 90% confidence level for one interesting parameter (∆χ2 =
2.7), if not stated otherwise.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. XMM-Newton

Ark 120 has been the target of a deep XMM-Newton
(Jansen et al. 2001) observation in 2014, starting on 2014 March
18 for a total elapsed time of ∼650 ks with the EPIC CCD cam-
eras, the Pn (Strüder et al. 2001) and the two MOS (Turner et al.
2001), operated in small window and thin filter mode. In this
work, we only focus on the third XMM orbit (observation 2014c
in Porquet et al. 2019) since it is the only one simultaneous with
NuSTAR. We also analyse data from the 2013 February 18 point-
ing (total elapsed time of 130 ks), also simultaneous with NuS-
TAR, applying the latest calibration files available on 2018 June.
In 2014, the source was observed in a flux state which was a
factor of ∼2 higher than in 2013. Data from the MOS detectors
are not included in our analysis due to the high pile-up and lower
statistics of the spectra. The extraction radii and the optimal time

cuts for flaring particle background were computed with SAS
16 (Gabriel et al. 2004) via an iterative process which leads to
a maximization of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), similar to
the approach described in Piconcelli et al. (2004). The resulting
optimal extraction radii are 40 arcsec, net exposure times are
89 ks and 92 ks for the 2013 and 2014 observation, respectively.
Background spectra were extracted from source-free circular
regions with a radius of 50 arcsec. Spectra were then binned in
order not to over-sample the instrumental resolution more than
a factor of three and to have no less than 30 counts in each
background-subtracted spectral channel. Since no significant
spectral variability is observed within each observation, we used
time averaged spectra (we refer the reader to Matt et al. 2014;
Nardini et al. 2016; Lobban et al. 2018; Porquet et al. 2019, for
further details).

2.2. NuSTAR

NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2013) observed Ark 120 with its two
coaligned X-ray telescopes with corresponding Focal Plane
Module A (FPMA) and B (FPMB) simultaneously to XMM-
Newton on 2013 February 18 and on 2014 March 22 for a total
of 166 ks and 131 ks of elapsed time, respectively. The Level
1 data products were processed with the NuSTAR Data Analy-
sis Software (NuSTARDAS) package (v. 1.8.0). Cleaned event
files (level 2 data products) were produced and calibrated using
standard filtering criteria with the nupipeline task and the lat-
est calibration files available in the NuSTAR calibration database
(CALDB 20180419). Extraction radii for the source and back-
ground spectra were 30 arcsec and 50 arcsec and the net exposure
times for the two observations were 80 ks and 65 ks, respectively.
The two pairs of NuSTAR spectra were binned in order not to
over-sample the instrumental resolution more than a factor of 2.5
and to have a SNR greater than 5σ in each spectral channel. A
cross-calibration factor within 3 per cent between the two detec-
tors is found. Broad band (between 3 and 79 keV) data are shown
in Fig. 1 (top panel) and their residuals to a Γ = 1.85 power
law model, with a 2–10 keV flux of 3 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, indi-
cate a clear spectral variation between the two pointings (bottom
panel).

3. Data analysis

3.1. Building the model

ThebareSeyfertgalaxyArk120(z = 0.0327Osterbrock & Phillips
1977) is an excellent source for studying the accretion
disc-corona environment, since no significant extra-Galactic
absorption along the line of sight is present, both in the UV and in
X-rays (Crenshaw et al. 1999; Vaughan et al. 2004; Reeves et al.
2016).

The source, throughout the years, has shown a variable emis-
sion complex in the 6–7 keV band with a broad relativistic
Iron Kα component in the 2007 Suzaku spectrum (Nardini et al.
2011) which was not detected in the 2013 XMM+NuSTAR
observation (Matt et al. 2014). The neutral core of the 6.4 keV
Iron Kα fluorescence line was resolved in the 2014 Chandra
High Energy Transmission Gratings spectrum and its Full Width
at Half Maximum (FWHM) is consistent with being emitted
in the optical Broad Line Region (FWHM = 4700+2700

−1500 km s−1:
Nardini et al. 2016). Furthermore, the 2014 monitoring per-
formed with Chandra, XMM and NuSTAR also led to the dis-
covery of transient Fe K emission from the innermost regions
of the accretion disc, both on the red and blue sides of the
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Fig. 1. The simultaneous XMM-Newton and NuSTAR spectra and residuals to a power law model (in counts s−1 keV−1 cm−2 units) are shown,
obtained on February 2013 and March 2014 for Ark 120. Dashed grey line indicate a Γ = 1.85 power law model, with a 2–10 keV flux of
3 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1.

neutral 6.4 keV line. The full data set is analyzed and discussed
in Porquet et al. (2019) and clear variations in the shape of the
nuclear continuum were found with respect to the previous 2013
pointing. A steeper continuum was observed in the brighter state,
accordingly to the well-known softer when brighter behavior
(Shemmer et al. 2006; Risaliti et al. 2009; Ursini et al. 2016).
The change in the slope of the primary emission and the detec-
tion of a high energy cutoff in the 2014 spectra are indica-
tive of a variation of the scattering material configuration. We
hereby investigate the geometry and the physical parameters
of the hot corona, by using the Monte Carlo Comptonisation
model MoCA. Even though the 2014 monitoring presented
flux and spectral changes throughout the four XMM orbits
(Lobban et al. 2018; Porquet et al. 2019), we only considered
XMM data simultaneous with NuSTAR, to better characterize the
shape of the primary continuum above 10 keV.

MoCA is a versatile code which allows for different geome-
tries and configurations (we refer the reader to Tamborra et al.
2018, for a more detailed description of the code). We selected
two different geometries for the scattering electrons cloud above
the accretion disc: an extended slab and a sphere. The accre-
tion disc emits a multi-temperature black body from 6 up to
500 gravitational radii (rg = GM/c2) and both the slab and the
sphere cover the whole disc. In all our simulations we consid-
ered a black hole mass Mbh = 1.5× 108 M� (estimated via rever-
beration mapping: Peterson et al. 2004), and an accretion rate
LBol/LEdd = 10% (which is representative to the values found
from the 2013 and 2014 optical to hard X-ray spectral fitting,
i.e. 3–7% (Porquet et al. 2019). For simplicity, we used spectra
integrated over the inclination angle and only Special Relativ-
ity effects are considered. We refer the reader to Tamborra et al.

(in prep.) for further details on the inclusion of General Relativ-
ity effects (which are particularly relevant at radii r < 6rg) and on
the (small) dependence of the emitted spectra on the inclination
angle. For the extended slab we assumed a constant height H =
10 rg and we simulated spectra in the ranges kTe = 20−200 keV
and τ = 0.1−2.5 adopting 5 keV and 0.1 steps for the temper-
ature and optical depth, respectively. The angle-averaged spec-
trum is then recorded for each kTe−τ pair. The same procedure
is adopted for the spherical geometry, in which we considered
a hemisphere covering the disc with temperatures and optical
depth in the ranges kTe = 20−200 keV and τ = 0.1−4.5, due to
the different definition of the optical depth in the two geometries
(in the sphere it is the radial one, thence equal to the effective
one, while in the slab it is the vertical one, therefore smaller than
the effective one). As a final step, we considered two scenarios
in which the spherical hot corona is more compact, extending
from 6 to 100 rg and from 6 to 20 rg (see Sect. 3.2.2). The lat-
ter is of the order of the coronal size envisaged via microlens-
ing experiments (Reis & Miller 2013), coronal eclipses by
clouds (Risaliti et al. 2011; Sanfrutos et al. 2013) or reverber-
ation analyses (De Marco et al. 2013; Kara et al. 2016). xspec
readable tables were generated between 0.1 and 700 keV for each
configuration.

3.2. Spectral analysis

The baseline model adopted for fitting the simultane-
ous XMM/NuSTAR observations is the one discussed in
(Porquet et al. 2019). It is composed of a primary cutoff power
law, relativistic reflection from the accretion disc (modeled with
relxill in xspec, García et al. 2014; Dauser et al. 2014, and
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Table 1. Hot coronal best fit parameters are reported, for the five models
applied to the data.

Obs. date Best fit parameter χ2/d.o.f.

Cutoff power law
Γ Ec (keV)

February 2013 1.79 ± 0.02 >200 569/516
March 2014 1.92 ± 0.02 300+180

−100 555/499

NTHcomp
ΓNth kTe (keV)

February 2013 1.80 ± 0.02 >40 574/516
March 2014 1.94 ± 0.02 155+350

−55 560/499
CompTT−Slab
τ kTe (keV)

February 2013 0.13+0.42
−0.10 >50 568/516

March 2014 0.15+0.20
−0.05 150+160

−75 555/499

CompTT−Sphere
τ kTe (keV)

February 2013 0.48+2.75
−0.22 >40 569/516

March 2014 0.75 ± 0.55 125+190
−65 555/499

MoCA−Slab
τ kTe (keV)

February 2013 0.58+0.26
−0.08 110+8

−17 566/516
March 2014 0.51+0.25

−0.20 103+25
−20 552/499

MoCA−Sphere
τ kTe (keV)

February 2013 3.00+0.05
−0.55 57+18

−2 561/516
March 2014 0.80+1.75

−0.15 120+10
−40 551/499

MoCA−Sphere−Compact
τ kTe (keV)

February 2013 1.50+0.08
−0.30 95 ± 15 561/516

March 2014 0.35 ± 0.05 > 190 552/499

Notes. For the MoCA−Sphere−Compactmodels, we adopted a spherical
hot corona configuration, extended from 6 to 100 rg and from 6 up to
20 rg for the 2013 and 2014 observations, respectively.

references therein), three Gaussians fixed at 6.4 keV, 6.97 keV
and 7.05 keV (see Nardini et al. 2016, for a more complete dis-
cussion on these components) and a warm comptonisation com-
ponent to reproduce the soft excess (modeled with compTT:
Titarchuk 1994, assuming a slab geometry). We used a fixed
emissivity ε(r) ∝ r−3 and an inclination angle i = 30 degrees
for the relxill component. The whole model is multiplied by a
constant, to account for the cross-calibration between the three
detectors, while Galactic absorption is modeled with TBabs,
using a NH = 1.0 × 1021 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005). In xspec,
the model reads as follows:
const × TBabs × (cutoffpl + compTT + relxill + 3× zgauss).

When applied to the 2013 and 2014 XMM/NuSTAR spec-
tra we obtain decent fits, with χ2/d.o.f. = 569/516 and 555/499,
respectively. The following parameters are left free to vary: pho-
ton index, high energy cutoff and normalization of the primary
power law, kTe, τ and normalization of the compTT component,
normalization for the Compton reflection and emission lines. No
strong residuals are seen throughout the 0.3–79 keV band (Fig. 2,
left and right top panels) and best fit values are in agreement with
the ones already discussed in (Matt et al. 2014; Nardini et al.

2016; Porquet et al. 2019), including cross-calibration constants.
For the compTT component used to reproduce the soft excess,
we find kTe = 0.39+0.08

−0.04 keV, τ = 10.1+0.7
−1.1, N = 1.6 ± 0.15 and

kTe = 0.42 ± 0.05 keV, τ = 9.2+0.8
−0.6, N = 3.6+0.3

−0.2 for the 2013 and
2014 data observations, respectively.

In 2013, Ark 120 was in a flux state F = 2.3 ± 0.2 ×
10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, calculated in the 2–10 keV band. Its primary
continuum can be well reproduced with a power law with Γ =
1.79 ± 0.02 and Ec > 200 keV. On the other hand, on 2014
(March 22) the flux was a factor of ∼ 2 higher, F = 3.9 ± 0.1 ×
10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 and the parameters of the nuclear continuum
changed to Γ = 1.92± 0.02 and Ec = 300+180

−100 keV: such changes
are clearly indicative of a variation of the hot coronal parame-
ters. We therefore substituted the cutoffpl power law component
with the Comptonisation model nthcomp (Zdziarski et al. 1996;
Życki et al. 1999). We fixed the input seed photon temperature
kTbb parameter to the compTT one (kTbb = 15 eV, inferred from
the black hole mass and the mean accretion rate of the source)
and left the photon index ΓNth, the coronal temperature kTe and
the normalization free to vary. We obtain statistically equiva-
lent fits to the ones in which a cutoffpl component is used,
for both the 2013 and 2014 data sets (χ2/d.o.f. = 574/516 and
χ2/d.o.f. = 560/499, respectively): best fit parameters are shown
in Table 1. The inferred parameters from the 2013 and 2014 best
fits (ΓNth = 1.80 ± 0.02, kTe > 40 keV and ΓNth = 1.94 ± 0.02,
kTe = 155+350

−55 keV, respectively) can be translated into optical
depths τ < 2.45 and τ ' 0.73, using the formula:

τ =

√
2.25 +

3
((kTe/mec2)((Γ + 0.5)2 − 2.25))

− 1.5, (1)

obtained by inverting Eq. (A1) reported in Zdziarski et al.
(1996).

At last, we substituted NTHcomp with compTT, to directly
compare best fit values in slab and spherical geometries with
the ones obtained with MoCA. No statistically significant devia-
tions can be found with respect to cutoff power law or NTHcomp
models; we report best fit values and reduced χ2 in Table 1, for
2013 and 2014 observations. Contour plots between kTe and τ
for the two coronal configurations are shown in the top panels
of Fig. 3.

3.2.1. Extended coronae

We then fitted the spectra using the MoCA tables. We removed
the cutoffpl component and replaced it first with the MoCA gen-
erated table for the extended slab configuration (MoCA−Slab
model). Variable parameters for the primary continuum are the
electron temperature kTe, the optical depth τ and the model nor-
malization. We obtain statistically equivalent fits for the 2013
and 2014 observations (χ2/d.o.f. = 566/516 and 552/499 respec-
tively) and best fit coronal parameters are reported in Table 1,
while residuals are shown in Fig. 2. No statistically significant
changes are found for the other parameters.

We then substituted the MoCA−Slab component with the
one generated adopting a geometry in which the scattering
electrons are distributed as an extended sphere above the disc
(MoCA−Sphere model). We obtain statistically equivalent fits
also in this case (χ2/d.o.f. = 561/516 and 551/499) and best fit
parameters are reported in Table 1, while residuals are shown
in Fig. 2. Again, no statistically significant changes are found
for the other parameters. We conclude, therefore, that none of
the two geometries for the hot corona can be preferred from the
X-ray spectroscopic analysis.
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Fig. 2. Residuals for the combined 2013 and 2014 XMM+NuSTAR observations are shown. See text for details about the four models applied. The
only residuals present are near to 0.5 keV, which are likely associated to the OI K-shell absorption from our galaxy (see Reeves et al. 2016, for
further details).

We show, in Fig. 3, the contour plots between kTe and τ for
the two geometries. Contours from lighter to darker colors indi-
cate 99%, 90% and 68% confidence levels. It is interesting to
note that, for a given geometry, the contour plots for the 2013 and
2014 observations do not overlap. This is not surprising given
that a change in the slope of the primary continuum corresponds
to changes in the coronal parameters. This is discussed in detail
in Middei et al. (in prep.), where the relation between the pho-
ton index Γ and the Compton parameter obtained from MoCA
simulations is presented.

3.2.2. Compact coronae

One of the proposed scenarios to explain the variable broad
component of the Iron Kα in Ark 120 envisages a change in
the spatial extension of the hot/warm coronae, which leaves the
innermost regions of the accretion disc uncovered. The appear-
ance of the broad, relativistic Iron Kα feature from the inner
radii of the disc (if fitted with the relline model in xspec r14c

in =

58+33
−21 rg versus r13

in = 228+72p
−130 rg are obtained: Nardini et al.

2016) could be due to a smaller radius of the hot/warm coro-
nae. This was tested in (Porquet et al. 2019) by using the optx-
conv model (based on the optxagnf model: Done et al. 2012,
2013; Jin et al. 2012) where we reported a radius of ∼73–110 rg
in 2013 (where no relativistic component is detected, Matt et al.
2014) down to ∼12–17 rg in 2014. The model takes into account
both the inner warm, thicker corona (to reproduce the soft
excess) and the inner hot, thinner phase (for the hard power law
emission), and the emission form the outer disc. The modeling
took into account both disc inclination and relativistic effects.
The variable parameters are mainly the spin of the black hole,
the (warm and hot) corona radius and the accretion rate.

We therefore tried to fit the 2013 and 2014 data sets with
tables generated adopting a spherical hot corona extended from

6 to 100 rg and from 6 up to 20 rg, respectively. We find that the
reduced χ2 are comparable with the ones presented in Table 1
and we cannot prefer these solutions on statistical ground. It is
also worth mentioning that the present version of MoCA does
not include GR effects, which may be relevant especially for the
most compact corona (see Tamborra, in prep. for a more com-
plete discussion on the topic). Contour plots between kTe and
τ are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 and while no signifi-
cant difference is found for the 2013 data set, we can spot a clear
discrepancy for the 2014 observation, with respect to extended
spherical coronae (see blue contours and gray solid contours for
a visual comparison). This effect is further explained in the next
section.

3.3. The geometry of the hot corona

The different configurations tested in the previous sections pro-
vide insights on the geometry of the hot corona in Ark 120. We
find a good agreement between the best fit values of the coro-
nal temperature and optical depth obtained with MoCA and the
ones inferred using other Comptonisation codes from the litera-
ture (compTT, NTHcomp). However, the top panels in Fig. 3 show
that the shape of the contour plots obtained with MoCA are dif-
ferent from the compTT ones, indicating that different geome-
tries of the corona lead to different kTe−τ planes. In MoCA, we
assumed a slab with a fixed H/R = 0.02 and a sphere with radius
r = 6−500 rg, fully covering the accretion disc. Compared to the
compTT semi-infinite slab and sphere, a larger value of the input
optical depth is needed to recover the same spectral shape, for a
fixed electron temperature.

The change in normalization between the 2013 and 2014
MoCA best fits (N13 = 0.63±0.01×10−2 and N14 = 1.30±0.02×
10−2 ph cm−2 s−1 keV−1 at 1 keV, respectively) can be explained
in terms of a corona intercepting more seed photons, resulting in
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Fig. 3. Contour plots between kTe and τ for the slab (left panel), spher-
ical (right panel) and compact spherical coronae (bottom panel) are
shown, for the 2013 and 2014 best fits. For the 2013 data set yellow,
orange and red contours indicate 99%, 90% and 68% confidence lev-
els. For the 2014 data set cyan, light blue and dark blue contours indi-
cate 99%, 90% and 68% confidence levels, respectively. We show, for
the sake of visual comparison, the 99% c.l. contours adopting extended
spherical coronae for the 2013 and 2014 observations in gray (bottom
panel).

a higher luminosity for the 2014 observation, consistently with
the UV fluxes reported in Lobban et al. (2018) for this object.

We also investigated a physical scenario in which the Comp-
tonisation mechanism occurs in a very compact corona (r =
6−20 rg). For the 2014 data set (Fig. 3, bottom panel, lower
contours), we see that compact coronae need higher optical
depths for a given temperature to recover the same spectral shape
(or equivalently higher electron temperatures are needed for a
given optical depth). This effect is due to the effective number
of scatterings that seed photons experience at a given radius.
The input spectrum from the disc is assumed to be a multi-
temperature black body and photons emitted from the innermost
radii will hence be the most energetic ones, despite the geometry
of the scattering medium. For values Mbh = 1.5 × 108 M� and
LBol/LEdd = 10%, the radial distribution of the seed photons will
be therefore peaked at r ' 10 rg, with a negligible contribution
from radii above r ≥ 100 rg. In MoCA, for spherical geome-
tries, the input optical depth is the radial one but, since UV seed
photons originate from the accretion disc, photons emitted at
different radii will see an effective optical depth τe which will
be different from the input optical depth τ. The effective opti-
cal depth of seed photons from the innermost regions decreases
significantly in 6–20 rg coronae. From our calculations, in a
kT = 100 keV and τ = 1 configuration, while photons emit-
ted below 10 rg experience on average Ns ' 0.75 scatterings in
the 6–500 rg and 6–100 rg cases, this number drops to Ns ' 0.62
for 6–20 rg coronae. This effect is further confirmed by compar-
ing our simulated spectra for extended and compact coronae: we
observe steeper continua (and hence lower τe) for 6–20 rg coro-
nae. On average, the discrepancy between the photon indices is
∆Γ ' 0.1, as discussed in (Tamborra et al. 2018). Therefore we
can conclude that thicker coronae are needed for a given temper-
ature (or vice versa higher temperatures for a given τ) to recover
the same spectral shape, in the case of 6–20 rg spherical coronae.

4. X-ray polarization

Compton scattering, as any scattering mechanism produces a lin-
ear polarization, which is strongly sensitive to the symmetry of
the scattering medium (i.e. the hot corona) and of the radiation
field. For the geometries considered here, we expect a polariza-
tion which is perpendicular to the plane of the disc (from now-
on we will refer to it as vertical) with the slab showing a higher
degree of polarization with respect to the sphere. The thermal
emission from the disc is assumed to be polarized parallel to
the disc plane (we will refer to it as horizontal) according to
Chandrasekhar results for a pure electron scattering, optically
thick atmospheres in plane-parallel approximation; the polariza-
tion degrees goes from zero for a face-on view of the disc, to
almost 12% for an edge-on view (Chandrasekhar 1960).

We therefore chose the best fit coronal parameters for the
2013 and 2014 XMM-NuSTAR observations of Ark 120 and cal-
culated the expected X-ray polarization as function of the incli-
nation angle, integrated between 2 and 8 keV.

For the 2013 observations, we selected kTe = 110 keV− τ =
0.6 for the extended slab and kTe = 60 keV− τ = 3.0 for the
extended spherical geometry (Fig. 4, top-left panel). These val-
ues correspond to the absolute minima of the fits (see Table 1).
We also chose two more pairs of parameters, corresponding to
the relative minima of the fits (see contour plots presented in
Fig. 3). These additional pairs are kTe = 75 keV− τ = 1.1 and
kTe = 85 keV− τ = 1.7 for slab spherical geometries, respec-
tively (Fig. 4, top-right panel).
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Fig. 4. Polarization degree versus the cosine of the inclination angle µ are shown after integrating the signal in the IXPE operating band (2–8 keV),
for the 2013 (top panels) and 2014 (bottom panels) cases and for both extended slab and spherical geometries. Left panels show simulations in
which the input kTe and τ correspond to best fit values, while we took into account statistically equivalent parameters (i.e. corresponding to relative
minima in the fits, see Fig. 3) in the right panels.

We followed the same approach for the 2014 observations
and selected kTe = 100 keV− τ = 0.5 for the extended slab
and kTe = 120 keV− τ = 0.8 for the extended spherical geom-
etry as absolute minima of the fits (Fig. 4, bottom-left panel).
As secondary sets of parameters we simulated data using kTe =
57 keV− τ = 1.4 and kTe = 85 keV− τ = 1.4 for the slab and
the sphere, respectively (Fig. 4, bottom-right panel).

4.1. Polarization angle

The polarization angle is always consistent with χ = π/2 for
every considered configuration.

Compton scattering produces a vertical polarization, i.e. χ =
π/2, in both geometries, with the angle measured with respect
to the spin axis. Even though some photons are initially polar-
ized horizontally, the flip in the polarization angle (seen in
Schnittman & Krolik 2010, for instance) is not visible in the
IXPE band where only photons which experienced multiple scat-
tering are present and their polarization is already vertical.

4.2. Polarization degree

We show, in Fig. 4, the expected polarization degree versus the
cosine of the inclination angle (µ = cos θ, with θ defined from the

spin axis) in the four considered cases, assuming radiation inte-
grated between 2 and 8 keV (corresponding to the IXPE operat-
ing energy band). Simulations for the 2013 and 2014 data sets are
shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The expected
signal arising from the slab configuration is plotted using a solid
line while dashed lines are used for the spherical configurations.
The polarization for the spherical corona is always lower than for
the slab, in every simulated scenario, due to obvious symmetry
reasons. For a given geometry we may also notice that thicker
coronae will produce a larger polarization signal: the more the UV
photons are Compton scattered, the more they will be polarized.

The maximum of the polarization degree is obtained towards
high inclination angles (i.e. low values of µ). On the other hand,
when the system is observed face-on, for µ = 1, it is perfectly
symmetrical for both geometries and the polarization degree
approaches zero in all scenarios, as expected. It is important to
note that the polarization degree is not a monothonic function
of µ, but has a maximum around µ ' 0.2, as already found by
(Angel 1969, Fig. 2) for a τ = 2 scattering spheroid.

4.3. Polarization measurements with IXPE

To calculate the exposure time needed to constrain the coro-
nal geometry with IXPE, we assumed a model composed of a
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power law with photon index Γ = 1.94 and a 2–8 keV flux of
3.3 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1. From Fig. 4 we can clearly see that the
lowest values for the polarization degree are obtained in spheri-
cal coronae, ranging from 1% up to 4%. Much larger values are
found in the slab geometry. The minimum polarization degree
measurable at a certain confidence level (MDP, see Elsner et al.
2012, for details) is given by:

MDP =
√
−2 ln(1 −CL)

√
2
√

CS + CB

CS 〈µ〉
(2)

where CS are source counts, CB background counts, CL is the
confidence level, and 〈µ〉 is the source-count-weighted modula-
tion factor. In order to achieve an MDP of 2.5% at 99% c.l. in an
IXPE observation of Ark 120, an exposure time texp ∼ 800 ks is
needed1. The source is a bare Seyfert galaxy and its negligible
intrinsic X-ray absorption (NH < 3.4 × 1019 cm−2: Reeves et al.
2016) suggests a low inclination for the accretion disc-corona
system. In fact, an inclination angle i = 26◦ is measured for the
host galaxy (Nordgren et al. 1995) but a misalignment between
the X-ray obscuring material and the accretion disc cannot be
excluded a priori (Lawrence & Elvis 2010). Different inclination
angles of the accretion disc have been inferred via Iron Kα line
spectroscopy (i = 35 ± 2 and i = 57+5

−12 degrees: Porquet et al.
2019; Nardini et al. 2011, respectively) or using the optxconv
model which accounts for the warm and hot Comptonisation
(i = 20−35 degrees, Porquet et al. 2019). These ranges in incli-
nation angles translate into a global range of µ = 0.45−0.9 (see
Marin 2016, for a complete list of measurements), which clearly
allows us to measure a polarization signal and to distinguish
between a slab or spherical geometry (see Fig. 4).

5. Conclusions

We presented the first application of the MoCA Comptonisa-
tion code to real X-ray data to model the hot corona for the
bare Seyfert galaxy Ark 120. Our results can be summarized as
follows.

– The 2013 and 2014 simultaneous XMM and NuSTAR obser-
vations of Ark 120 have been analyzed and different models
have been tested, to reproduce the X-ray shape of its nuclear
continuum in order to characterize the hot corona. No statis-
tically significant difference is found between a phenomeno-
logical model (cutoff power law), NTHcomp, compTT and
MoCA;

– xspec readable tables based on MoCA have been generated
for multiple geometries of the hot corona. We considered an
extended slab above the accretion disc (r = 6−500 rg), an
extended sphere (r = 6−500 rg) and two compact spheres
(r = 6−20 rg and r = 6−100 rg). All the tested geometries for
the hot coronae are statistically equivalent, based on spec-
troscopy solely, for both the 2013 and 2014 data sets. We
found that thicker hot coronae are needed for a given tem-
perature (or equivalently higher temperatures for a given τ)
to recover the same spectral shape, in the case of 6–20 rg
spherical coronae;

– A general agreement is found between the best fit values of
the hot coronal parameters obtained with MoCA and the ones
inferred using other Comptonisation codes from the litera-
ture (compTT, NTHcomp). However, the comparison between
the best fit kTe-τ contour plots stress the importance of
MoCA in modeling the geometry of the scattering material;

1 The IXPE sensitivity calculator can be found at https://ixpe.
msfc.nasa.gov/for_scientists/pimms/

– Best fit values from the spectral fits have been used to run
simulations to calculate the polarization properties, when
integrated in the IXPE energy band. A difference between
the two geometries for the hot corona clearly emerges, due
to the higher asymmetry of the extended slab compared to
the extended sphere configuration;

– We estimated that the two geometries for the hot corona can
be distinguished with a texp ∼ 800 ks with IXPE, correspond-
ing to a MDP99 = 2.5%.
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